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 RPD  Case # G & F case #  Sex Age Test 

+/- 
Invoice 

# 

11/7  21-R06151 21-03449 F Y - 2965 

 21-R06149 21-02984 F Y - 2966 

 21-R06150 21-02904 F 2+ - 2967 

 21-R06153 21-02903 F Y - 2968 

 21-R06152 21-02893 F 2+ - 2969 

 21-R06148 21-02896 M J - 2970 

 21-R06147 21-02898 F 2+ - 2971 

 21-R06141 21-02855 F 2+ - 2972 

 21-R06145 21-02892 F 2+ - 2973 

 21-R06144 21-02923 F A - 2974 

 21-R06146 21-02897 F Y - 2975 

       

11/14 21-R06280 21-02932 F J - 2979 

 21-R06279 21-03457 F J - 2980 

 21-R06273 21-02934 F 2+ - 2976 

 21-R06277 21-02927 F 2+ - 2977 

 21-R06281 21-02939 M J - 2978 

 21-R06278 21-02871 F J - 2981 

 21-R06274 21-03459 F Y - 2982 

 21-R06275 2102936 F 2+ - 2983 

 21-R06271 21-02876 M J - 2984 

 21-R06269 21-02907 F 3-5 - 2985 

 21-R06270 21-02921 F 2+ - 2986 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2021 Urban Deer Cull Report 

 

Summary 

 
All 22 deer tested negative for CWD. However, two deer from the night of 11/14/21 cull were not fit to be 
processed, due to an unknown parasite that was discovered by Trails West when they went to process the two 
juvenile deer. The Rawlins Police Department received a complaint the first night of the deer cull on November 
7, 2021, from a gentleman that happened to be in the same area that the cull was occurring. Procedure was  
fine-tuned and after the deer arrived at the warehouse, it took around 15-20 minutes per deer to tag, collect 
sample, dress, and hang in the cooler. Two nights of the cull were cancelled. One night was due to the Rawlins 
Police Department experiencing several positive Covid cases and the weekend after was also cancelled due to 
officers that were involved with the cull having planned vacations and would not have been able to attend.  

 
Processed venison was distributed on January 8, 2022, to the public whose names were drawn for the venison 
lottery. The cost of processing the deer was $3,300 while disposal and storage through Trails West was 
$1000.00. This bringing the total cost paid to Trail West for the 2021 Deer Cull to $4,300.00. Officers also 
logged 32 hours of overtime for the cull. We want to thank Tom and Annie from Trails West for being so 
accommodating to us. We also had volunteer assistance during the processing of the meat. As a thank you to 
all those individuals, it was voted that we reward all 5 citizen volunteers each with a $25 Visa gift card.  
 

Wyoming Game and Fish conducted five surveys to estimate deer numbers in town during December and the 
first week of January, and the average population estimate for this winter was 224 deer.  Attached is a graph of 
the deer estimates for the past few years, along with summaries of number culled each year. Population 
estimates for the past three winters were all made after the culls. The deer were younger in this year's cull 
compared to the first two years. Since CWD infections seem to be higher in older animals, the removal of the 
older age classes the first two years may explain why we found no CWD in the 22 deer culled this year, 
compared to 3 out of 24 testing positive the first year, and 3 out of 31 the second year. 

The crew size that seemed to be the most efficient was about 10 people.  Carcasses were brought in 2-4 at a 
time.  

2 teams of 2 officers 
4 dressing and hanging the deer.  
3 testing, documenting, and handling samples 
 
An average of 17 dogs have been treated by veterinarians to have been in deer related incidents 

annually resulting in medical care.  
 

We understand the concern of the transfer of CWD and, as a committee we suggest that individuals look at the resources 
referenced below.  There is a CWD Working Group that will review available scientific, management, social, and policy 
information to generate recommendations to the Wyoming Game and Fish Department for incorporation into a revised 
CWD management plan.  There is a lot of current information, various ways to get involved and information from the 
Working Group on the Wyoming Game and Fish Department Website.  We encourage all interested parties to look at 
these resources and be involved in the process at some level. 
 
CDW Resources 

https://www.cdc.gov/prions/cwd/index.html 
 

WGFD Working Group 

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/get-involved/cwd-working-group#feedback 

 

WGFD Interim Report 
https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/PDF/Get%20Involved/CWD_Interim-Report_Oct19.pdf 
 

WGFD draft CWDS Management Plan draft 
https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/PDF/Get%20Involved/CWD/WGFD_DRAFTCWDManagementPlan_113019.pdf 
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